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Good afternoon. My name is Ken Teasdale. I’ll be talking about a concept I've come
up with on how to insulate an inflateded mars surface greenhouse
One day I was couch surfing on DTV and I came across the 2nd episode of that NGC
series about MARS. I immediately set the DVR to record the whole series.
By December, the 5th episode, things had gone sideways for the colonist. Power
interruptions had the colonists and plants close to freezing. A little light went off at
the back of my head. I had been working on a novel advanced thermal insulation
panel (hyper-insulation) for buildings. Think of it like a big thermos bottle wrapped
around an entire I-beam building. It is a vacuum insulated panel or VIP made entirely
of metal. I call it MVIP. Since the Earth based panels would be very different from the
Mars based panels, I have named them MVIP-E and MVIP-M, respectively.
The panels would theoretically work well. They were 80% more efficient than regular
commercially available vacuum insulate panels. but the Earth based MVIP appeared
to be too costly. I had therefore backburnered their design. But with episode 5, I
wondered “How would my panels work on Mars??” So I dusted off my excel model
and plugged in the Mars parameters. I was figuratively floored by the results.
The thermal resistance of the panel went up 30 fold for a Mars version. Cost and the
weight were cut 10 fold.
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My search for information about a Mars Greenhouse quickly brought me to a
wonderful compendium of engineering work by folks at NASA and Inka Hublitz in
2005. She describes an inflatable Martian greenhouse and included much of the
engineering research that had occurred in decades earlier. Two thirds of the way
through the paper, though, I hit pay dirt.
The analysis included thermal heat loss to the Mars atmosphere. Most if not all heat
would be lost through infrared radiation from a greenhouse. Since the air pressure is
1/100 th of our atmosphere and gravity is about 1/3, convective heat transfer is
generally negligible. The only solution proffered was from an Aerospace employee
who suggested throwing a Multi-Layer Insulation or MLI blanket over the greenhouse
at night.
Since a single greenhouse for one person would require a growing area of 90 square
meters to provide 55% of the caloric content to a colonist, this suggestion seemed
ambiguous if not dubious. The blankets would also not be very efficient in the Mars
atmosphere (they are at their best in a vacuum of space) and would likely deteriorate
rapidly with regular flexing in the harsh, cold, ionizing atmosphere.
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So this is my representation of a Mars inflatable greenhouse. MIGH
Each colonist would need one such greenhouse to survive. Each greenhouse would
be aligned along a north south direction and connected to one another as a single
unit. The pressurization is such that the colonist/farmers would be able to work in
shorts, tee shirts, and flip flops. Additional LED lighting could supplement natural
solar light. The closed system would provide oxygen and water and food for colonist.
This design is slightly different from Hublitz as it adds more room for equipment on
the end and would utilize an LED lighting source.
The two long rectangles represent planter elements and the blue guy (6’ 1 ½”) is
there for dimensional reference.
The problem with an inflatable greenhouse concept is heat loss at night. Without any
insulation, you would have to pump in 47 kW of heat in the pre-dawn hours just to
maintain room temperature. The average US house consumes about 11 kW of
power. While transporting solar or nuclear power source to Mars is inevitable, using
those power sources to pump waste heat out to the Martian atmosphere is not
effective use of resource. I say, use that valuable power to charge Electric Vehicles or
mine for water or produce rocket fuel, not waste it.
This is what the heat gain/loss looks like*/
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This data is a little different from Hublitz as it is based on a little different geometry
The green curve shows power loss from an inflatable greenhouse without any
thermal management. Almost all heat is lost radiatively
However, in Hublitz, there is one comment to the effect of “lets throw an MLI blanket
over the greenhouse at night.” That’s the black curve. They uncover the MLI blanket
over a period of an hour in the morning and cover up the GH at dusk over a period of
an hour. During the night, there is a loss of a several kWs of heat.
So how do you roll a 200 square meter blanket on and off the greenhouse twice a
day? Not very practical, in my opinion.
What I did was work out how I could utilize my rigid, hyper-insulation panels on a
Mars greenhouse.
I came up with an exoskeleton structure .*/
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Here you have an exoskeleton frame surrounding the inflatable structure. This rigid
structure sits out in the Mars atmospheric pressure, while the interior of the
inflatable greenhouse is at 0.6 atmospheres of pressure. One inch square Aluminum
tubes are snapped together from pre-fabricated components. The small arcing things
are compound hinges, pre-welded to the tubing. These hinges allow rigid panels to
pivot along an outside horizontal axis, relative to the position of the sun in the sky.
Both the frame, which weighs around 350kg, and the GH are anchored to the ground.
The frame would actually be erected first before the GH is inflated underneath it.
Next */
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This is what a Mars Insulated Inflatable Green House (MIIGH) would look like.
You would fabricate the MVIP-M panels at the site or on the way to Mars.
Each 1 X 3 m panel will weigh around 8 kg on earth but would feel like 3 kg on Mars.
The panels are attached to hinges on the frame and are connected to a cable system
that would affect a change in their position. In this configuration, six panels are
linked together in a row to create an 18 meter long louvre.
Each 18m louver is computer controlled to reposition the louvres, every few minutes.
This might be how the pivot system looks. /*
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There are two sets of lift cables connected to the free edge of each panel, which are
connected to a pully system and driven by stepper motors. The bottom cable shown
here acts to retract a louvre into a closed position. The upper lift cable will draw the
louvre open by pulling it from an overhead suspension system of pulleys. Depending
upon the atmospheric conditions, the computer will manipulate each louvre in order
to maximize the insolation of vegetation and minimize excessive heat gain.
The pillow seals shown represent a structure attached to the outside inflatable
portion of the greenhouse. They are inflated “balloons” that seal each louvre
segment from the neighbor segment. They do not act to prohibit flow of Martian air
from one segment to the other but instead prohibit flow of IR radiation from one
segment to the other. Inside each pillow layer is an array of isolated thermal layers
to prevent IR heat from escaping to the open segment.
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This is a snapshot from an time animation of the louvres. The positions of the louvres
here represent their position at 4 in the afternoon. The sun is now off to the right.
There are three basic orientations for the louvres. They can be closed, thus keeping
IR radiation from escaping to the cold mars atmosphere. They can point toward the
sun, to minimize shading of the plants in the greenhouse and maximize solar
exposure. Or they can be positioned into a outward radial state away from the sun
to allow excess heat from solar radiation to escape out to the cold Martian
atmosphere, thus avoiding excess heating from the Sun. /*
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This is the same graph we looked at a few slides ago. The blue line demonstrates the
heat gain/loss from a MIIGH with the hyper-insuIation operating. The computer
controlled louvres would minimize the heat loss and gain throughout a Martian day.
As the sun heats up the interior, louvres on the back side open up to allow IR
radiation to escape to the cold Mars atmosphere (the temperature at ~1.5 km in
altitude). By doing this manipulation, you can keep heat loss to +/-2.5 kW
throughout the day.
The blue line prior to dawn and after dusk is not exactly at 0 kW. It is on the order of
<100W, due to the ability of the hyper insulation to retain heat. This number is
critical. The average human gives off 110 W of heat through metabolism. In the
event of a power failure at night, alarms would sound. Colonist would get to the
each greenhouse from their living quarters, set up a cot, and spend the night. They
would, by sleeping in each greenhouse, one colonist per GH, provide sufficient heat
to keep the plants from freezing overnight, until the power is restored. The ultimate
fail safe scenario.
Now, what happens if it is dusty out there? Here is the GH shutters for dust
conditions at noon. /*
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On a dusty day, you can position the louvres in a radial fashion, which would allow
scattered light from 2 pi steradians of the sky to allow photosynthesis to the plants.
In general, direct sunlight is scattered by the Martian dust instead of being absorbed
during a dust storm, depending upon the storm severity. Light levels drop but
typically but not a severely as an overcast day on Earth. If the scattering of light is
uniform, i.e., equal probability of illumination from every azimuthal angle, then this
configuration of the louvres will maximize the insolation factor.
We can calculate the relative intensity of illumination geometrically. The following
chart presents that calculation./*
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As you move across the greenhouse from east to west (left to right), the shading by
the louvres of random scattered light intensity changes, as shown by the blue curve.
There appears to be an average of 79% exposure. That is, on average, the positioning
of the louvres in the radial format will block 21% of the available light. This is in
addition to any absorbance of light by the dusty atmosphere. The plants will not
prosper but they ought not die, either.
So, that is how greenhouse insulation would work. Now lets talk about why it works,
or, more specifically, why the MVIP-M works. */
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With solid, liquids, and gasses, there are four pertinent mechanisms through which
heat can transfer from one object to another. /*
The first principle we see is called Fourier heat transfer equation. The greater the
contact area and thinner the material, the greater the heat flow from hot objects to
cold objects, proportional to the temperature difference. Each material has a
conductivity constant, k, which determines the rate of heat transfer but k is not really
constant. Most k’s have a temperature dependence which needs to be accounted
for. /* The second mechanism /*, convection, is governed by some dynamic fluid
mechanic equations, but is of little interest here. In the Mars atmosphere,
convective heat flow is very small compared to the other mechanisms and can be
ignored. The third mechanism, /*, radiative heat flow is governed by the StefanBoltzmann law. At 25° C, objects give off heat via infrared radiation. Here, the rate of
heat flow is very sensitive to the difference in the fourth power of the temperature of
two bodies. That means that for very large temperature differences, like on Mars, it
is the dominant mechanism. The equation includes an (N+1) term in the
denominator. If you place multiple N layers of a conductor between two disparate
temperature bodies, you reduce the radiative heat flow by this (N+1) factor: the basis
for MLI blankets. A final mechanism /*, Slip Flow theory occurs within a very low
pressure gas. I accounts for the heat transfer within a partial vacuum through the
kinetic theory of gasses. Since no vacuum is perfect, this equation allows an
estimation of heat flow through the transfer mechanism of gas atoms carrying heat
from the hot side to the cold side. It accounts for the effects of pressure, P,
temperature of the gas T, and the actual distance between two planes, d.
The effect of this Slip Flow equation can be seen graphically. /*

Here is what the slip flow theory predicts. As the pressure goes down, so does the
conductivity constant k of the residual gas. The conductivity of the residual gas when
it is hot (the red curves) is lower than when the gas is at Martian atmospheric
temperature (the blue curves), The Slip Flow theory also predicts that if the gap
between hot and cold areas is reduced, then the conductivity is reduced close to an
order of magnitude. If your MLI layer spacing are reduced, the thermal conductivity
is reduced.
Now there is one final thing to discuss in our class. /*

There are two important units that are applicable to building insulation./*
R-value reflects the amount heat flow that is hindered for a given thickness of
insulator. All building in the US are required to have an R-value rating, depending
whether the insulation is for the top or sides and in which part of the country you are
in. For example, a 6 inch thick bat of fiberglass insulation has an R-value of 19 in the
US or a value of 3.3 in SI units (RSIs) The other parameter is R/in, a measure of an
insulators efficiency. /* The best commercially available insulator, Vacuum Insulated
Panels (VIPs), can have an R/in of 50. If you are building a refrigerator, you want a
high R/in values.
Now, to understand why the hyper-insulation works so well, we will need one more
concept– how thermal resistances work together. For that we need to understand a
resistor network. /* When you place a battery across the two ends of an electrical
resistor, you get electrical current flow. Thermal resistance can be treated in the
same way, where you apply two temperatures across a material, then heat will flow
When you have multiple resistive elements, both electrical and thermal, they can be
hooked up on two ways: in series /* or heal to toe or in parallel /*, heal to heal and
toe to toe.
In series, you increase the total resistance to electrical or heat flow. In parallel paths
you end up with a reduced insulation. Parallel paths can degrade a very good
resistive material by providing parallel paths for heat to escape. This is referred to as
thermal bridging.
So what are the characteristic that you look for in a hyper-insulation panel?/*

These are the characteristics that you would desire for a good hyper-insulation panel
on Mars./*
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This is the first occasion I have publicly revealed details of how MVIP-M works.
Here is an overview of how the MVIP-M is put together. This is a preliminary design
without sophisticated modeling. Constructed entirely out of metal, Ti 38644, the
panel will prove robust to a hostile environment such as Mars. This Titanium alloy
has one of the lowest thermal conductivities among all alloys, very light weight, and
is used in aerospace–rated springs.
Maintaining a high vacuum is a technological challenge. Replaceable getters and all
welded seams make it viable.
If you were to cut open a panel, this is what the cross-section might look like. /*
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Here is a the cut-away.
The thickness, top to bottom, is 1”. Each spring is statically compressed (by the Mars
atmospheric pressure) and welded in place to the beige U-channel troughs. Since the
springs are static, there is no concern about wear out or fatigue.
The U-channel elements, also made of Ti 38644, are held rigidly in picture frame
structures, one on the top and one on the bottom, which are then welded shut by
thin sheets of metal. Even thinner sheets of metal are welded to the outer
perimeter.
The thin horizontal lines between the upper and lower “skins” are the array of very
thin copper foils attached to the outer sides of the springs via fine wires under
constant tension. Each set of wires at a given level are attached to the spring array in
a precise way such that the wires in that layer are all at the same temperature.
Hence each copper foil attached to a set of wires is at it’s own intermediate
temperature somewhere between the warm interior of the greenhouse and the cold
surface in the Martian atmosphere.
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This is a chart from another graduate thesis which portrays a wide range of
insulation materials that are currently used in building insulation, along with the
range of thermal conductivities of the materials. The materials toward the top are
commonly used in Earth-based construction.
Aerogels are new insulations with better properties than nominal building material.
Their thermal conductivities are two orders of magnitude away from the target of
less than 0.1 mW/mK conductivity.
Vacuum Insulated Panels closer but still an order of magnitude shy of the target
conductivity. Compare 3 mW/mK of the best VIP with 0.023 mW/mK of MVIP_M.
With their rigid cores of porous silicates, they would fail the ball peen hammer test.
The current VIPs are also utilizing plastic materials, which make them inappropriate
for a Mars thermal and radiation environment.
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There does exist another thermal hyper insulation panel concept captured in this
patent by Alan Feinerman out of the University of Illinois, Chicago. Instead of
compression springs using their torsion properties to keep two sides of a panel from
collapsing under the force of air pressure, he has utilized a suspension system under
tension of thin wires of Kevlar or metal. The length between hot side wires and cold
side wires are short (which is bad) but the cross-sections of the wires are very small
(which is good).
This system would work on Mars if the suspension wires are metal. The thermal
insulation would be comparable to MVIP-M panels, due to the limitation of the edge
seal thermal bridging. However, the internal MLI blanket shown in the patent
consists of only 4 layers, which would be insufficient for the high temperature
differential between the greenhouse temperature (~300° K) and the Mars
atmosphere temperature (~150° K). One could use thicker layers of MLI blanket but
suspension of the square blankets might become problematic.
My limited discussion with Dr. Feinerman indicated that he is not considering
adopting patented system to one dedicated the Martian environment. Further
discussions might impact that position.
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What other uses for MVIP-M could there be on Mars?
Certainly, if these panels can keep plants warm on cold Martian nights, they could do
the same for living quarters of colonists. Fixed wall quarters on the surface may not
be practical due to the level of radiation from GCR and solar proton flux, unless
shielded by meters of regolith or water. Meters of these materials would provide
some level of thermal insulation, so the need for hyper-insulation may not be
appropriate.
Under ground dwelling may be an ultimate solution, considering the likelihood of
extensive caverns on Mars. There, MVIP-M may be useful at the entrance to those
dwellings.
Another use could be for thermal storage. With a large thin film solar array, the
excess energy produced during the day could be stored in an above ground building
utilizing MVIP-M panels to retain heat during the Martian night. Excess electrical
power could heat up rocks inside a structure during the daytime. At night, that heat
could, through use of Stirlings engines, generate electricity for consumption by a
colony. Such a system could be a viable alternative to hauling many heavy batteries
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What is next, if a MIIGH is the way to go?
These are the steps that I foresee to execute the development of a Martian
greenhouse.
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I usually conclude presentations with pearls of wisdom...but this is all I could come up
with.
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And with that, I will take questions.
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